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Keeping consistent sales or bookings is one of the top three things I get 
asked as a Sales Go-To-Girl for Female Entrepreneurs. 
The magic pill?
….
It is you!
Consistency comes from YOUR consistency. 
Your sales this month reflects what you did 30, 60 and 90 days ago. 
What do I mean? 

In any sales it takes 5-7 ‘touch points’ before someone makes a purchase. 

Think about the last time you brought a new top. You might have seen in it a 
magazine, then your friend was wearing a version of it, then a celeb was 
snapped in it. You go to the shops and meet a friend, pop in the shop try it on 
while the sales assistant gets you another size (yep, you’ve gone down a size 
in my story) and then you buy it. See how you have had 5-7 touch points 
before making the decision.

• Magazine
• Friend wearing a version of it
• Celeb snapped in it
• Friend shopping with you
• In the shop
• Sales Assistant
Easy huh?

So how are you going to get in front of your audience 5-7 times to get them to 
invest with you?

You need to have a rock solid plan each week to be in front of your potential 
clients with consistent messaging and ways to ask for action from them. For 
example - your program, the results they will get from working for you and 
how to start with you today!
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Start each day with a morning routine that is your sacred time to set yourself 
up for success. 

Morning Routines include - 
- hydration to revitalise you from fasting during sleep
- exercise (30mins and outside if possible) to get your blood pumping
- meditation to centre yourself for the day
- journalling - the best ideas flow after exercise and meditation combo
- review your goals - keeping them top of mind will ensure you stay on task 

for the day. 
- gratitude - gets you in to a positive frame for the day.

Next get on to bringing sales in to your business. I recommend the first two 
hours of your day as sales producing hours so you don’t get too busy to get to 
the ‘sales’ part. Before you know it the day is over and you haven’t reached 
any potential clients.

Sales Producing Hours include -
- out reach calls
- being visible in Facebook groups
- discovery calls
- Facebook post on your business page and group
- Instagram post
- direct messaging ideal clients

Now move on to the more creative elements of getting in front of your clients 
to create the 5-7 ‘touch points’.

Touch Point Hours include - 
- Improve a sales pages
- Tweak and improve a sales funnels
- Create new opt-in content
- PR and media opportunities
- Blog
- Newsletter
- Sales emails
- Facebook ads
- Networking events
- Check in with your team and ensure you are all on track
- Client testimonials (written or shout out a client)
- Video or audio creation
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Ensure you include time to grow yourself too. Your best ideas come through 
expanding your mind. Your potential clients will benefit from your growing 
education too. 

Self Development Hours include - 
- Reading books
- Group program participation 
- Working with your coach
- Watching videos
- Reading blogs

Bookend your week with reflection and planning. Things that get tracked get 
results.

Reflection and Planning Hours include - 

Monday 
Set intentions of the week, including number of clients needed, revenue to 
generate (money goal) and content to create or tweak.

Friday
Review of the week 
Plan the next week

Don’t forget to schedule in white space to have room for the magic too!

Now - GET CONSISTENT!

You’ve got this!
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‘THE CHANGES BEGAN 
WITH MY THINKING, 

WHICH LED ME TO TAKE 
EFFECTIVE ACTION 
THAT EVENTUALLY 

MADE ME A 
MILLIONAIRE’ 

-Steve Siebold


